I. A Boolean function of n variables, considered as a s ubset of t he discl'cLe uni t n-cube Bn> is called cellular if each of its connected components is a face of Bn. H ammin g '~ deter mination of optimal binary single-error-detectin g codes is ge nerali zed to a characteri zation of all propel' cellular functions wit h the greatest possible number of clements . II. An a nalysis is made of a class of Gray codes (H amilton ia n circuits on Bn) with cer tain special propcrti es, e.g., ad mi tting for O:Sd:Sn a p arti tion in to 2n-d s ubpat hs eac h formin g a d-c1 imensional face of Bn.
Introduction
Let B n be t.h e set of vertices of the unit cub e in n -dimensional space; equivalently, B n is t he set of all I binary seq Llences 2 of length n. A Boolean junction of n variables is simply a subset 3 of B n. r.. ' ,Call two vertices of B n neighbors if they differ in precisely one position. A Boolean fun ctionj is called connected if, given any two vertices X, X' in f, there exists a sequence of members ofj such that Xi and X i+1 are neighbors for l :;'i:; ' k--l. It is easy to show th at ifj is not con nected, then it JUtS a unique partition into maximal connected subset called its components; 4 if j is co nnected, the unique component consists of j itself.
The relevance of these con cepts to the simplificatio n of Boolean functions is a follows. By a cell of a Boolean function j, we mean a face 5 of B n which lies wholly in j. A cover or j is a collection C of cells of j such that each vertex of j lies in at least one cell from C. Each cell of j is assigned a ) cost in a manner which n eed not be described h ere, and the cost of a cover C is defined to b e the sum of the costs of the cells of C. The problem of findin g a minimum-cost cover of j is then identical with the " Problem of Quine" 6 of finding a simplest "normal disjunctive form " for f, a problem of practical interest (for example) in the design of switching circuits. From the fact that each cell is connected I Supported in part by th e National Science Fonndation, Grant No. G-7579. , A seqnence is binary if each of its terms is either 0 or 1. 3 The eqnivalence of this definition with alternative ones is lI'ell-known in tbe field and will not be discnssed here.
• Define a binary relation on f; XRX' holds if X and X' are in a connected subset of f. 'rhen R is an equivalence relation a nd the components off are tbe corresponding eq ni valence classes.
' A d-dimensional face of the "discrete cube" B. is obtained by fixing the (binary) values of n-d of the n coordinates.
6 W. V. Qnine, The P roblem of Simplifying T rutb F unctions, Amer. M ath . Monthly 59 (1952) , pp. 521-531. 'l'here is no reason here to cite the extensive literature on this topiC.
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an d th erefore lies in a single component of j, it follow that any cover of j is a disjoint union of cov ers of the componen ts of j an d co nversely;. in particular any minimum-cost covel' of j is a disjoint union of minimum-cost covers of the components of j, and conversely. That is, the Boolean simplification problem for a fun cLion f which is not connected, can be split into independent "smaller" subproblems by splitting j into its components. Such a decomposition is clearly likely to be helpful in attackin g the simplification problem. 7 In this co ntext it is natural to ask how many components a Boolean function of n variables can possibly have. This question will be answered in section 2, in which we also investigate the str ucture of the maximum disconnected functions of n variables, i.e., those with the greatest possible number of components.
The discus ion above also makes it natural to focus attention on classes of Boolean fun ctionsj such that the simplification problem for each component of j is especially easy. One sLlch class is that of isolated functions, those with only single vertices of B n as components. An isolated Boolean fun ction can be identified with a single-elTor-detecting binary code, and our characterization in section 2 of maximum isolated fw.lctions (those with as many vertices as possible), which verifies a conj ecture of Chi ttenden/ is essentially the same as an "opt imal code" characterization due to Hamming. 9 For all m ethods of "cost" assignment suggested for the Problem of Quine, the faces F of B n have the property that {F } is the unique Ininimu~-cost covel' of F . Thus the class of Boolean functIOns j, such that each component of j is a cell of j, is one of the classes mentioned in the last paragraph. Such functions will be called cellular , and in section 3 we determine the structure of maximum cellular functions (those other than B n , with as many vertices as possible). This generalization of Hamming's theorem from isolated functions to cellular functions , is the main new result of the paper.
A Gray code onBn , in the language of gTaph theory, is a Hamiltonian circuit of the graph form ed from B n by the "neighbor" relation. 9 & In section 4, the inductive approach introduced earlier (in sec. 2) is employed to establish the existence of Gray codes with certain special properties, e.g., admitting a partition into 2 u -d subpaths each forming a d-dimensional face of B n. These " perfect" Gray codes turn out to coincide with what were called the " conventional" Gray codes by Gilbert,9b who described them in different notation using essentially the same recursive construction. The treatment in section 4, besides giving additional detail on the structure of these Hamiltonian circuits, highlights their geometric aspects in a way which may be better suited to some readers' mathematical intuition than is the strictly arithmetic treatment associated in this context with the phrase "reflected binary."ge It may be of interest that this material was developed from purely geometric considerations, in ignorance of "reflected binary."
Maximum Disconnected and Isolated Functions
We begin with a simple lemma: LEMMA 1. There is at least one maximum disconnected junction oj n variables which is isolated.
For the proof, observe first that because the number of Boolean functions of n variables is finite, a maximum disconnected function j must exist.
ow form a function j' by deleting all but one member from every component of J. Clearly j' is isolated, and it must be maximum disconnected since it has the same number of components as doesJ.
In what follows , it will be convenient to associate to each Boolean function j of k + 1 variables, two Boolean functions j o and j l of k variables each, called the projecti ons 9d of j. jo is obtained by dropping the final 0 from each member of j which ends in 0, while jl is obtained by dropping the final 1 from each member of j which ends in 1. Note that
where Ij l denotes the number of members of J.
LEMMA 2. Ij Mn is the maximum number oj components oj a Boolean junch'on oj n variables, then to Some authors use" Gray code" to mean any pat h or circuit in the linear graph formed by R •.
ib E. C. Gilbert, Gray codes and patbs on the N·cube, Bell System Tech . J .
'd In t he s witching·circuit literature fo and fl would be called t he residues of! wit h respect to tbo " last" of t he k+1 Boolean variables. This is clear for n = 1; assume it true for n = k and consider the case n = k + 1. Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a maximum disconnected function f of k + 1 variables which is isolated ; then eq (1) shows that M k+J = /fo l + /ill. It is easy to see thatjo andjl are also isolated, so that for i = O and i= l , Ij il is the number of components ofji' Therefore Ij il ~Mk' and so we have M k+1 ~2M k ' But Mk~2 k-l by the induction hypothesis, so that M HI ~ 2k and the induction proof is complete.
We now define two special Boolean functions of n variables ; j (n ) consists of those members of B n with an even number (possibly zero) of l 's among their entries,ge while g(n) consists of those members of B n with an odd number of 1 's among their entries . THEOREM 1. The juncti ons f en) and g(n), which jorm a partiti on oj Bu, are the only maximum isolated Booleanjunctions oj n variables . Part of the proof is trivial; it is clear that j (n) and g(n) are isolated, and that they form a partition of B n. Since j(n) and g(n) each have 2 n -1 members and thus the same number of components, we have M n ~2 n-1 and the equality follows by lemma 2.
It only remains to show that if h is any maximum isolated function of n variables, then h is either j (n) or g(n). This is clear for n = 1; suppose it true for n = k and consider the case n = k + 1. As in the proof of lemma 2, where we have used the fact that ho and hi are isolated because h is. Since equality holds throughout the last display, ho and hi each have exactly M k components. The induction hypothesis leads to four possibilities:
The first two possibilities are incompatible with the fact that h is isolated, the third yields h j(k + 1) , and the fourth yields h= g(k + 1); these conclusions follow from the identity 10 h= (ho X {O}) U (hi X {1}) (2) valid for Boolean functions of k + 1 variables. Thus the induction proof is complete.
[Jack Edmonds (NBS Operations Research Section) has observed that B n can be regarded as a bipartite graph , and has given the following (unpublished) generalization of theorem 1: For a connected bipartite graph which has a connected regular subgraph containing all its vertices, the sets of the
Is in !(n) if and only it 1; x;is i=1 even.
10 hoX (0) is obtained by adjoining a 0 at the end of each membor of h o. The multiplication Sign refers to t he Cartesian-product representation of BHI as
B. X(O, I ).
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J j unique bipartition are the only maximum isolated sets of vertices.] One might con jecture that a maximum di connected Boolel1n function is necessarily isolated. A counter-example for n = 1 is provided by BI itself. The next theorem shows that this is the only counterexample.
THEOREU 2. For n> l , every maximum disconnected junction oj n variables is isolated.
To prove this, let j be a maximum disconnected function of n> 1 variables. As in the proof of lemma 1, form jf by deleting all but one member from each component of f. Since f' is isolated and has the same number of compon ents as j , it follows from theorem 1 that j' is either jen) or g(n) . Without loss of generality assume f' = j(n) .
One neighbor XI of Y is obtained by changing just the fil'st entry of Y, while a second neighbor X 2 is obtained by changing just the second entry of Y. Since XI and X 2 are in j (n ) -}' and thus in j , and both are neighbors of the same vertex Y of j, it follows that the elements XI and X 2 of j' lie in the same component of f. This however contradicts the construction of f'; we conclude that j -j' , so that j is isolated.
. Maximum Cellular Functions
I
Recall that a Boolean function j is called cellular if each component of j is a cell of j; different components may be cells of difJ'erent dimensions. Cellular functions are a natural generalization of isolated functions.
TH 
These functions fen ; Fa) and g(n ; Fd ) can be regarded as the analogs, tor cellular functions , of the I functions jen) and g(n) (defined before theorem 1) for isolated functions. For example our later results will imply as a special case that these func-I tions (for various Fa) give the only solutions to the I, problem of constru cting a cellular function with as many components as possible under the restriction tha t every corn ponen t. is ad-dimension al cell ; theorem 1 is the particular instance d= O.
We prove the theorem by explicitly constructing If (n ; Fa) and verifying its properties. For simIplicity assume Fa consists of all members (XI, X2 , . .. , xn) of B n such that Xj = O for d+ 1 ~i ~n; any other I d-dimensional face can be treated similarly. The cube B n can be wri tten as a Cartesian product B aX B n -d , i.e. , a binary sequence of length n is uniquely expressible as a sequence of leng th d followed by one of length n-d. With this notation , we use the functions introduced before theorem 1 to define 1 j (n; Fa) = U {B aX {Z }: Z€j(n -d) } = B aX j (n-d).
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Each set B aX {Z } is easily shown to be a ddimensional face of B n and is therefore connected; Fd itself is obtained as B aX {On-d } where On-d is a seq uence of n -d zeros. Since j (n -d) has 2 n -a -I members (see theoreml) , there are2 n -a -l sets B aX { Z }. To see that these sets are the components of j (n ; Fa), it suffices to 0 bserve that any two members Z, Z ' of the isolated functionj(n -d) differ in at least two positions, so that no member of B aX { Z } can be a neighbor of any member of B aX{ Z' }.
. To pro ve (b) of the lemma for i = O (th e proof for i= 1 is simil ar ), it now suffices to show that if 71,0 and hri are nonempty proj ections of distinct components 71, and 71, * of j, then no member X of 71,0 is a n eighbor of any member X* of ht. If s uch a " n eighboring" occurred , however, then the member x x {O} of h would b e a neighbor of th e member X* X {O} of h *, which is impossible. Th us (b) holds ; For consistency it is important that this representation and ass umption match the corres ponding ones in tbe proof of theorem 3, so that the explicit formula lor f(n: Fd) introd uced in t hat prool can validly be used below.
11 For k= d , the Cartesian product reduces to Bk .
hypothesis and (b) and (c) of lemma 3,
In the next paragraph we will show thatjl = Bk-jo; it follows that fl = g (k; (Fa)o) and thus by eq (2) that
From the explicit formulas for fen; Fa) and g(n; F a) given in the proof of theorem 3, we have
where we have used the fact (Fd)o = B aX{ Ok-d}, and similarly 
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B dX {Ok-a} X B
1 = [B a X { 0 k-d} X { 0 } ] U [B d X { 0 k -a} X { 1 } ] 1 = [(F d)oX {O}]U [(F a)oX {I }] c
Perfed Gray Codes
An even simpler proof of lemma 2 and theorem 1, in section 2 can be given if we take as known the existence of a Gray code, i.e., an enumeration {X i : 1 ::;i::; 2 n } of the members of Bn such that X i and X i +l are neighbors for 1 ::;.i $2~= N, . and X N and Xl are neighbors. From thIS It IS ObVIOUS that an isolated set cannot contain both X i and X i+l, or both X N and Xl, and so has at most 2 n -1 members . It is also clear that the sets
ij they are isol ated, are the unique maximum isolated func tions of n variables. But the defimn g property of a Gray code shows that the parity of the number of l's in X i is opposite to that for X i+l, so that the number of 1 's in every member of F (n) h as the same parity, while the opposite parity holds for all members of G
(n). Thus either F (n) = j(n) and G(n) = g(n), or F(n) = g(n) and G(nj = g(n)
; since j(n~ and g(n) are easily proved to be Isolated the. same IS true of F (n) and G(n) , so that the cOn?lUSIOnS of lemma 2 and theorem 1 have b een established.
The inductive technique used in section 2 to prove lemma 2 and theorem ] , and in section 3 to prove theorem 4, can also be employed to es tablish the existence of a Gray code on B n for all n2: 1. We shall actually prove a stronger result, namely the exis tence of a class of Gray codes (to be called perject) with certain additional properties which h ave been found h elpful in aiding visualization. For example ((a) l::; v ::;N(n-d-l ) . Familiarity w~th the reflected binarv number system should provIde partial motivation 'for this definition .
For any enumeration {X i : 1 ::;i ::; 2 n =N(n) } of the members of Bn , and any subset T of {I, 2, 3, ... , To indicate the implications of Lhis fairly complicated definition we collect som e prop er t ies of perfect Gray codes in' the next theorem, in which the notation is employed.
THEOREM 5. Ij { X I : 1 ::;i::;N(n) } is a pe7:fect Gmy code on Bn , then (1,1,1) (0, 0,1).
Next we prove tbe existence of a ~erfe~t <;3T3;y code on B . in analoay with theorem 3 It W lll 111 fact be n ' b. h " b . " shown that such a code can be c osen to egm with any preassigned face F of B n. Beca~se .the formal proof wh ich follows ~s ~omewhat forb~ddlllg, we summarize the geometnc Idea first: B n IS considered as made up of two copies of B n -l (for simplicity, B n-IX {O} and B n_IX {I }), the firs.t copy containina F; the perfect Gray cod e on B n IS constructed b V choosing an appropriate perfect G~ay code on B n--1 (which exists by induction ~yp?thesls), tracing it ou tin B n -l X {O} and then tracmg It out ~n reverse order in B n-l X { 1 } . When F = tjJ this construction agrees with one given by Gilbert (op. cit. in footnote 9b), and if iterated for n > 1 it gives the particular perfect Gray codes which Gilbert termed the "conventional" ones. 12 TH EOREM 6. We shall show that this enumeration is the desired
The first of these equations shows that YeS) is a o-dimensional face of B k • so that YeS') is a o-dimensional face and Y (S )UY(S' ) a (o+l)-dimensional face; the second and third equations then yield the same results for XeS) and XeS) UX(S') . Next suppose v>N(k-d -l) and d< k . Then
Let Rand R' be the respective
The first of these equations shows that 
(S)UX(S' ).
The final situation is d = k, so that v=l. H ere perfect Gray code. The following notation will be so that used: ::;N(k-d-l) . Then X ;= Y i X { O} for each i eSU S' . Therefore
---- 12 In thcorem 6 below wc write d (O) instead of do for typographical con ,'cnienee.
and the result follows . The next theorem gives more detail on the structure of perfect Gray codes. That {Y i : l:::;i :::;N(k) } is a perfect Gray code on B k follows easily from the corresponding fact for {X t :l:::;i:::;N(k + l) } and the first of the last two equations.
Suppose first that TeSt. Then 
X(S) = Y (S) X{ O}
is a o-dimensional face of B k+ l, as des ired.
Next suppose TcS~. Let T' be the r eflection of For, suppose a member X t of F~\l) and a member X t of F~(2) were neighbors, so that 
Gray code on Bo. Then the n neighbors oj X I are the
This follows from theorem 7 with 0= 0. (v-I) 2d+I+ l ~i~/l2{1+r, which imply that
On the one hand, we have
and therefore
On the other hand by interchanging i with lc and j(I) with j(2 ) in this argumen t, we obtain j( I) -j (2) < 2d+l-O+ 1.
Since the h y potheses on j (I ) and j(2) imply Ij(2) -j ( 1 ) 1~2, the l ast two di splays imply that d+ 1-o> 0. But then we would have
wi th the hypotheses implying that the middle term (which lies b etween the co nsecutive even integers constituting the extreme terms) is an even integer. Since this is impossible, the corollary is proved. Just as the existence of ordinary Gray codes provides an alternative approach to the material of section 2 (see the beginning of the present section), so the existence and properties of perfect Gray codes provide an alternative approach to the material of section 3. Suppose for example that Fa is a d-dimensional face of B n, with 0 -::;'d < n. Then by theorem 6 there is a perfect Gray code on Bn with Fa= F f, and theorem 3 can be quickly proved by setting We conclude by showing that "essentially" there is only one perfect Gray co de on B n , which must therefore be the "conventional" one mentioned earlier.
To make this precise, observe that as a " discrete cube," B n has as its natural group of symmetries the hyperoctahedral group ttl" whose (n!)2n elements can be represented as the ordered pairs (cr, 11") where cris aSllbset of {I, 2, 3, . . . , n } and 11" is a permutation of {I , 2,3, . . . , n }. The operation of (cr, 11") on a member X = (XI, . . . , Xn) of B n is the member X' defined by for some (IT, 11") in 0;.. Xr(k») where X = (x1, • • • , XHI) and the permutations fJ and r of {I, 2, . . . , k + l } are given by p(j) = j if j < 1', p(j) = j + 1 if l' -::;'j -::;'k, p(k + 1) = 1', r(j) = j if j < t , r(j) = j + 1 if t -::; 'j -::;'k, r (k + 1) =t. are perfect Gray codes on Bk , so by induction hypothesis there exist a subset IT of {I, 2, . . . , k } and a permutation 11" of {I , 2, ... , k } such that (CT, 1I")(g(Xi) )=g'(X;) for I-::;' i-::;'N(k) .
If Xij and X;j denote the jth entries of Xi and X; respectively, then this can be written as , Xi, r(j) =Xj, P1r(j) if je{1, 2, . . 0' k } -IT for I-::; 'j -::;' k and l-::;'i-::;'N(lc) . Now form the permutation 11"' of {I , 2, ' , ., k + l } defined by 11"' (t) = 1' and 11"' (j) = P7rT -1 (j) for j -,t-t, It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful suggestions by K. Goldberg and E. Johnson (NBS Numerical Analysis Section) and R. Kirsch (NBS Components and T echniques Section), 
